• In the due course of the present research work entitle “Various dimensions of life in the novels of ChetanBhagat” the main issues of human life have been discussed in detail at great length. Through this research the people of modern India will become more comfortable to understand the value of human relationship.

• The modern society will more understand the value of moral education.

• The faulty education system is harmful for the youth of the nation and the parents of the young generation will become more aware about their wards future.

• It will help the modern society to think that too much expectations of the parents towards their children is not good as sometimes their hopes prove like a nectar in the sieve.

• The research will help the youth to understand the bond love and value of true friendship in the modern world.

• It will help the young generation to understand the philosophy of life as life is not a bed of roses.

• The present research will also help the present society to know the orthodox life style of the contemporary society.

• This research will help the nation to know the main problems of the young generation in the present world.

• This research will help the modern society to know the value of human relationship.

• The research will help to know the social, political, economic and religious barriers in building of national integrity.
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Chetan Bhagat is the author of four blockbuster novels, Five Point Someone (2004), One Night @ the Call Center (2005) The 3 Mistakes of life (2008) & 2 States (2009). All four books have remained bestsellers since their release and have inspired major Bollywood films. The New York Times called Chetan the the biggest selling English language novelist in India’s history. Best part about 3 mistakes of my life is that Mr. Bhagat invokes a love story in the drama which keeps the reader hooked and thrilled to know about what will happen next. I wasn't a big fan of the ending but still the plot, characters, setting, and the execution of the story deserves “Praises”. I recommend all young readers to read. A contemporary drama in a traditional world. Chetan Bhagat’s novel 2 States focusses on how a particular phenomenon, the notion of love and marriage related to the concept of culture and society with its customs. The novel 2 States deals with the cross-cultural encounters and deals with different experiences. novelist’s personal experiences of his life. The portrayal of various characters and incidents in the novel gives the reader a perfect picture of the diverse culture and tradition existing in. International Journal Online of Humanities (IJOHMN) ISSN: 2395-5155 Volume 2, Issue 6, December 2016. www.ijohmn.com 3. We can compare Bhagat’s dictum in the light of the above encyclopaediac conceptions. of marriage and the rituals. Indian culture has more complications as compared to the world around. The Three mistakes of My Life studies the passionate ambition of three growing boys- Govind Patel, Ishaan and Omi. The narrator of this sensational story is Govind himself. Chetan Bhagat is the writer of five bestselling novels in Indian writing in English. He is the writer of young generation and he has raised problems of... He is the writer of young generation and he has raised problems of youth through his novels. This paper attempts the differences of the various cultures and different religion existing in India being portrayed in his novels. The research shows the actual picture of the society where vividness and then unity has come up in a shape. Added date. 2019-12-23 06:58:22.